We have systematically estimated the possible temperatures T obtained at RHIC experiments by analyzing recent data on p t distributions provided by them. Different schemes of estimating T are used with special emphasis put on the concept of the possible indication of the temperature fluctuations seen in data. Our analysis suggests that we can choose a correct approach provided that data with larger p t are available.
Introduction. The characteristic feature of every high energy collision experiment is production of large (and increasing with energy) number of secondaries (mostly pions). From the very beginning of the history of multiparticle production processes it was realized that the best way to treat them is by using some form of statistical approach [1] . This idea found its most mature formulation in the statistical bootstrap model proposed long time ago by Hagedorn [2] , in which the exponential growth of the number of hadronic resonances with mass is one of the most fundamental issues [3] . The formula proposed is d 3 σ dp 3 = C dmρ(m) exp − m 2 + p
where ρ(m) denotes density of resonances, which is given by
with A and β H = 1/(k B T H ) being parameters to be deduced from data on resonance production [4] . The most important quantity here is the so called Hagedorn temperature T H . The other one is the parameter β 0 = 1/(k B T 0 ) with T 0 explicitely governing observed energy distribution and therefore identified with the temperature of the hadronizing system (in what follows we put k B = 1). One of the aim of any analysis of multiparticle production data is therefore the best possible estimation of this quantity. To this end one investigates measured p t distributions (either integrated over longitudinal degrees of freedm or taken at fixed values of the longitudinal momenta -usually in the midrapidity region as is the case considered here), which are direct source of our knowledge of T 0 and which in this case are given by S 0 ≡ d 2 σ 2πp t dp t = C dmρ(m)m t K 1 (m t β 0 ) ,
where m t = p 2 t + m 2 is transverse mass and K 1 is Bessel function. However, as was demonstrated by us recently [5] , this simple formula can explain the RHIC data only in the limited range of transverse momenta, namely for p t ≤ 6 GeV. On the other hand it was also shown there, that using approach based either on nonextensive statistics or on stochastic approach one can successfully account for the whole range of the observed transverse momenta [5] . The reason for this success is the fact that in both approaches the resultant distributions are intrinsically non-exponential, ranging from a power-law like form (cf. Eq.(6) below) to a gaussian in transverse rapidity [6] (which can be regarded as another implementation of the effective power-law distribution).
The fact that proposed formulas can fit the whole range of p t is by itself very interesting and important observation as it shows that the power-law is present not only in a very hard scale physics but that it reflects also a possible nontrivial property of the hadronic matter in equilibrium (like, for example, Quark Gluon Plasma) [7] . Such properties are best seen in approach using nonextensive statistical model in which two parameters are used: the action of the heath bath is described now by the mean temperature T 0 and by the nonextensivity parameter q, which can be identified with some specific intrinsic fluctuations of the temperature existing in the hadronizing system under consideration [8] . In the case when these fluctuations can be described by gamma distribution one can write exact formulas [8] telling us that (cf. [8] )
where
In general one refers to the concept of the so called superstatistics introduced in [9] . Because in our case H 0 = m t cosh y, in our previous analysis of RHIC data [5] done with using this approach we were describing them by the following distribution:
As seen in [5] this formula leads to very good agreement with all RHIC data data [10, 11, 12] . It is worth to mention at this point that noticeably systematics has been found in the values of q parameters obtained there, namely it was confirmed that they were reflecting changes in the volume V of the hadronizing system, q ∼ 1 + const/V (cf. Eq. (7) of [5] and subsequent discussion there).
It is important to notice at this point that Eq. (6) has essentially the same form as formula proposed long time ago and used (with success!) in many QCD-inspired power-law fits to experimental data available at that time, like [13, 14, 15] , and recently used again by RHIC collaborations [16] :
At the same moment one has also to realize the important physical differences underlying physical ideas leading to Eq. (6) and Eq. (7). Namely, the aim of fits made using Eq. (7) was essentially to stress different physics expected in different domains of the transverse momenta p t and interpolating between them by gradually proceeding from the region of soft physics for small values of p t (described by some unknown unperturbative theory or model) to region of hard physics (believed to be, at least in principle, described by the the perturbative QCD). Contrary to it the nonextensive formula Eq. (6), which is valid in the whole range of p t , does not claim to originate from any particular theory, it merely offers the kind of general unifying principle, namely the existence of some kind of complicated equilibrium involving all scales of p t which is described by two parameters: the temperature T 0 describing its mean properties and parameter q describing action of the possible nontrivial long range effects believed to be caused in our case by fluctuations but essentially also by some correlations or long memory effects [17] 1 .
Calculations and results.
In this letter we would like to provide results of analysis of p t spectra measured at RHIC experiments [10, 11, 12] with special emphasis put on the systematics of temperature T 0 parameter deduced from them, in particular on its dependence on the way it was obtained. We shall compare therefore the approach given by the original Hagedorn model, eq.(3) with the QCD-inspired power-like formula (7) and with nonextensive modification of the Hagedorn model, here assumed to be represented by
Using notation of eq. (4) it can be written also in the following form (used in the actual calculations): Table 4 ). m 0 = 0.5 GeV (fixed). δT H = 0.0001-0.002; δT 0 = 0.0001-0.002. Notice very large values of χ 2 obtained for fits with q − 1 = 0 imposed. Let us start with observation made already in [5] (cf. Fig. 2 there) that results obtained in both cases differ remarkably. As example we are showing only results obtained for STAR data [10] , cf., in Fig. 1 and Table 1 (the corresponding results for BRAHMS and PHENIX data [11, 12] are similar in their premises). They were obtained by means of modified Hagedorn formula Eq. (8) and compared to results obtained using the usual formula corresponding to q = 1, i.e., by Eq. (3). Notice that whereas distributions in small p t region can be explained by the formula (3) without (q − 1) term, it is impossible to do the same for data including larger p t region without invoking generalized Hagedorn formula Eq. (8) or Eq. (9). The nonzero values of |q − 1| are then interpreted 2 as indication of the existence in the hadronizing system sizeable temperature fluctuations. Fig. 2 shows an example of such fluctuations seen in data in more detail. The C.C. = 0−5 % region of STAR data [10] have been fitted using, respectively, Eq. (3) (left panel -q −1 = 0 assumed) and Eq. (8) (right panel) using different fixed values of β = = β 0 parameter. The reciprocal of each error bar, which is calculated in fitting program (MINUIT), is then assumed to be proportional to the corresponding probability and the corresponding probability distribution is then presented in the form of histogram. This is then fitted to gamma distribution (5) with β = β 0 . Notice that the fit is good only when using nonextensive case of Eq. (8) . This result can be interpreted as indication that accounting for intrinsic fluctuations (which is the main difference between left panel of Fig. 2 with no fluctuations and q −1 = 0 and right panel with fluctuations and q − 1 = 0) narrows considerably distribution of temperatures (actually its reverse, β = 1/T ) and in this way minimizes what can be regarded as a kind of systematic error in deduction of β 0 from experimental data. Therefore it strongly suggests that formula (8) should be used whenever possible.
In Tables 2, 3 and 4 we are presenting our fits to RHIC data [10, 11, 12] done, respectively, using nonextensive statistical approach as given by Eq. (6), using the QCD-inspired power-law formula as given by Eq. (7) and by using nonextensive modification of the original Hagedorn formula as given by Eq. (8) . The results for STAR data are then also shown in Fig. 3 . In particular left panels of Fig. 3 demonstrate contribution of different mechanism represented, respectively by S tot and S 0 and it is clear that data including larger p t region can be explained by the difference S q = S tot − S 0 , which is related to the correction term (q − 1) and which, in our approach here, can be attributed to the intrinsic primordial temperature fluctuations in the hadronizing system. However, at present it is difficult to treat this as a possible signal of the Quark-Gluon Plasma. Notice that whereas the temperature parameter T 0 = 1/β 0 in Table 2 and 4 was estimated from the whole region of transverse momenta (see Eq. (8) the correspondingT 0 = p 0 /n in Table 3 governs only the small p t region (see Eq. (7)). RHIC data show that we have alwaysT 0 > T 0 , i.e., that inclusion of fluctuations and long-range correlations present in the hadronizing system lowers the estimated value of its mean temperature 3 .
Let us now look closer to results presented in Tables 2 and 4 . In Table 2 the simple nonextensive statistical ansatz as given by Eq. (6) was used and main fitted parameters were T 0 and q. In Table 4 the nonextensive modification of Hagedorn formula was used with one more parameter, namely T H , which accounts for the assumed presence in the hadronizing system of resonances with growing masses. Both fits are essentially equally good. However, values of T 0 and q deduced from them differ considerably, namely temperatures T 0 deduced using nonextensive modification of Hagedorn formula (cf. Table 4 ) are systematically lower than those obtained from Eq. (6) ( Table 2 ) and the same is true in what concerns the values of the nonextensivity parameter q. The reason for this is simple and provides yet another illustration of how to correctly use and interpret the nonextensivity parameter q. As was already stressed in [5] this parameter tells us how far system under consideration deviates from the usual statistical system (described by the usual Boltzmann-Gibbs statistics), irrespectively of the actual dynamical cause of discrepancy. One of such possible cause is the presence of resonances accounted for by parameter T H in Eq. (8) but not presented in Eq. (6) . Therefore in Table 2 part of the parameter q reflects the existence of such resonances and only the rest of it accounts for something else, for example -as it was done here -something assumed to be other than resonances form of some intrinsic dynamical fluctuations -so far not yet disclosed and assumed to be visible as fluctuations of the temperature. Within this interpretation part of the fluctuations of temperature seen in Table 2 is in Table 4 accounted for by the parameter T H . In fact, one can expect that some further (not yet known) development of the original Hagedorn model would result that its nonextensive version would yield the new value of q equal to unity, signalling that all possible sources of nonextensivity has been already identified. Because at the moment this is not the case the use of Eq. (8) seems to be the best we can do.
Summary. We have presented systematic analysis of RHIC data [10, 11, 12] on transverse momenta distributions, which allow in principle deduction of the parameter believed to represent temperature T 0 of the hadronizing system. We have shown that in order to fit the whole range of p t one has to use nonextensive approach 4 . This has been compared with the old QCD-inspired power-like formulas introduced long time ago but later not explored. We have demonstrated that gradual accounting for the intrinsic dynamical fluctuations present in the hadronizing system (for example by using Hagedorn model with resonances of growing masses, as it was done here) lowers substantially the values of parameter q − 1 describing (according to [8, 17] ) summarily such fluctuations. It changes also the temperature we are looking for. Therefore one has to be very careful when interpreting temperature parameter obtained in such fits (especially when attempting to address any questions concerning the Quark Gluon Plasma production issues). We close with our basic remark that our analysis strongly suggests (cf., right panels of Fig. 3 ) that it is possible to choose a correct approach but only provided that data with larger p t are available and are accounted for at the same footing as data at small p t in any future analysis of data. Table 2 : Analysis of RHIC data [10, 11, 12] by means of nonextensive approach as given by Eq. (6). Table 3 : Analysis of RHIC data [10, 11, 12] by means of the QC-inspired power-like formula (7). Coll 
